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Many of us suspect that most of the world’s glue is found on the roads and in 
particular, in traffic jams. That obviously explains why people are STUCK in traffic so 
often. An absolutely massive amount must be created on such roads, but have you 
ever seen anyone collect it as the traffic jams ease? I would guess with a fair amount 
of confidence that you haven’t. A very strange state of affairs. Or is it? Well, things 
have finally been explained! Why do traffic jams go away? Well, when people collect 
the glue, you get hypnotised Derren Brown style so you don’t remember. That may 
sound like a huge operation to you, but as such massive amounts of glue get 
collected, that pays for everything. You may be wondering why the world needs so 
much glue. It actually gets used to glue bricks together etc., and as there are so 
many buildings in the world, you need a hell of a lot of glue. Simple. What, do you 
think mortar sticks bricks together? You gullible fool, mortars are weapons! You’ve 
been well and truly pranked! Soldiers and generals really are laughing their heads off 
right now as I type. It’s like a musician such as myself saying rock guitars were in 
Bach’s music. It can’t possibly be true, and that’s what makes it so funny. 

Why doesn’t the government want you to see all the glue that gets collected? It’s 
because they want much of it for themselves. It’s just the same old story we’ve all 
heard since the beginning of time. Those selfish, glue-hungry politicians. They can’t 
get enough money, they can’t get enough land, and now it’s clear they can’t even get 
enough common household items. They tell themselves they need it to stick glitter to 
the various letters they write to make them a lot more fun, but in actuality such glitter 
only makes them seem childish. Using glue to build themselves massive mansions is 
arguably more understandable, but what I’m 100% sure of, is the fact they won’t use 
mortars on such buildings. Here’s another question you may be asking yourselves: 
Why do cars create the glue that causes traffic jams? It’s just the way it works, that’s 
all. Trees breathe in carbon dioxide and breathe out oxygen, people breathe out 
carbon dioxide and breathe in oxygen, and cars ‘breathe out’ (or rather release) glue 
when they stop. I’m no biologist, but can carbon dioxide be described as the 
opposite of oxygen? If so, what is the opposite of being stuck with glue? It’s 
movement, isn’t it? People and trees breathe in and out in opposite ways, as do 
cars. Why do cars only produce glue at certain times? Errrrrr…. No idea, to be 
honest. 

Now the truth has been revealed, does that mean those in power won’t bother hiring 
hypnotists anymore? Probably not. I’m betting that as long as you and I will live, we 
will never notice cars expel glue. Why? You have to think who this news has been 
leaked by. Simon Wiedemann? Who would believe anything the guy who went mad 
and had fantasies about living in the trees with fairies says? Oh that sounds strange 
to you? WELL YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT IT WAS LIKE FOR ME! >:( I tell a lie, this 
may sound silly but at the time I was feeling pretty good. What we as society need to 
do, is make our voices heard very loud. You know that speech that goes ‘What you 
need to do is shout ‘we’re as mad as hell and we’re not going to take it anymore!!!’’ 
or whatever? We need to do something like that, but based on the subject of what 
seems to be invisible car glue. Again, it’s not really invisible, we’ve been tricked. 
Think of all the extra Pritt Stick we’d get if mankind realised how abundant it was! 
Then it would be us who could send as many fancy, glitter-filled letters as we want! 
Can you picture that? It would be amazing. And on that inspiring note… Bye!


